NEW

ALL SEASONS>>ALL KITESPORTS

2008

Other brands have some features…
Ozone’s Megatron Chickenloop has them all!

YOUASKED FOR:

BUT WE DIDN’T
STOP THERE . . .

A retrofitable, interchangeable,
replaceable safety system.

New control systems

A wide mouth chickenloop for effortless
unhooking and hooking back in.

New speed and stall systems

A fool-proof, intuitive release and reload
safety system, simple even with snow
gloves on.
A method to easily untangle your middle
lines, ‘a spinning handle’.
A system that exceeds all Kitesurf/
Snowkiting loading and release EU
NORM safety standards.

YOU GOT IT!

New ergonomic bar design

For more info go to…www.flyozone.com

NOCOMPROMISE!

OZONE’SCOMPLETECONTROLSYSTEM
Designed to work in harmony with the kite so you can concentrate on dialling that latest trick!
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SOFT FOAM INNERS
Saving your fingers from painful bar bash when
kitelooping or handlepassing.
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CLEARLY COLOUR
CODED BAR ENDS
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BAR INSERT LOCATOR
For effortless unhooked re-loading.
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ELASTIC LINE FASTENERS
Keep your lines tidy while stored. Attached from
bottom of bar horn so doesn't get tangled when
winding your lines up.

SUPER SIMPLE ONE
HANDED PIN RELOAD
SAFETY RELEASE SYSTEM
LARGE SMOOTH RELEASE
HANDLE
Positively tested release even with ski gloves on.
CHICKEN LOOP
Made from stealth black super wear resistant PU
with spliced Amstel inside.
COMPOSITE
COMPRESSION MOLDED
BAR ENDS
Positively tested to 350kg.
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BULLET-PROOF
REPLACEABLE BEAL
TRIM LINE

10 CONICAL POLISHED
STAINLESS STEEL INSERT
Top and bottom reduces both trim line wear and
enables effortless turning capacity.
11 ERGONOMIC SPINNING
HANDLE
No more tangled power lines.
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12 WIDE GENTLY CURVED
ERGONOMIC BAR ENDS
That won’t poke you in the ribs.
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13 ALL HIGH QUALITY
STAINLESS STEEL
HARDWARE
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14 EXPERT LEASH RING
ATTACHMENT
Results in tangle-free leash.
15 SWIVELLING CHICKEN FINGER
Offers optional use.
16 WIDE-MOUTH CHICKENLOOP
For super easy hooking in or out. Makes hooking in
after nailing your moves stress-free.

Other brands have some features… Ozone’s Megatron Chickenloop has them all!

ALL SEASONS>>ALL KITESPORTS

At Ozone, we’re proud of our reputation as the innovators of snowkiting and the makers of the finest snowkites on
the market.
We’ve been perfecting snowkite design since 2001, to give you the ultimate tool for kiting on snow and accessing
killer terrain. But it’s not just snow kites, our expertise stretches across all kitesports, with unbeatable landkites,
surfkites, paragliders and paramotors as well.
The best for ultimate thrills and maximum safety, all Ozone kites are thoroughly tested by our industry leading teams.
Whatever your kitesport, you need to be able to trust your kites implicitly, so our focus is always on performance,
safety and quality – with no compromise!
Ozone is a professional company, at the forefront of kitesports innovations, expertise and excellence, but we’re also
passionate riders, enjoying our sport to the max… see you out there!

NO COMPROMISE!

www.flyozone.com

